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ABSTRACT

This research focuses on providing integrated, structured, and user-independent domain knowledge for system analysts and designers. We take an ontological approach to representation of domain knowledge to support the process of obtaining domain knowledge in information system development. Domain knowledge learned by system analysts is their evolving perceptions of the application domain which is relatively stable and consistent. This research intends to capture the changing perceptions of application domain under the guidance of a consistent domain ontology. Another objective of this research is to link domain ontology with all design components to facilitate change management during ISD. A technique is proposed to apply ontology to modeling both the relative consistent reality of the world and the evolving understanding of an application domain, and to supporting change management during ISD process. We developed a prototype to demonstrate the technique using a sample ontology for apparel manufacturing.
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INTRODUCTION

Limited domain knowledge results in errors and deficiencies in understanding user requirement (Curtis et al., 1988), which in turn, have disastrous effects on subsequent design and implementation phases and on the quality of the resulting information systems. The deep application-specific knowledge required to successfully build an information systems is thinly spread through many software development staffs. Although individual staff members understand different components of the application, the integration of various knowledge domains required to integrate the design of a large, complex system is a scarcer attribute. As a result, software development requires a substantial time commitment to learning the application domain. Moreover, system analysts with varying degrees of domain knowledge interview customers and users, and then write specifications for software designers based on their understanding of the domain. In this process, relevant domain information is inevitably lost (Kraut and Streeter, 1995). Research in ISD has proposed techniques to help analysts to obtain domain knowledge, e.g., user participation in ISD process has been used as one way to obtain knowledge of application domain (Ives and Olson, 1984), however, it is surprising to find out that sometimes users assigned to the development team also lack knowledge of the domain (Schmidt et al., 2001). This research focuses on an ontological approach for providing integrated, structured, and user-independent domain knowledge to system analysts and designers.

The primary objective of this research is to propose a technique of representing problem domain by an ontological approach to support learning of domain knowledge in ISD. Domain knowledge learned by system analysts is their evolving perceptions of the application domain. One objective of this research is to capture the changing perceptions of application domain under the guidance of relative stable domain ontology. The learning of domain knowledge exists during the entire ISD process, not only during the system analysis stage. The changing business environment requires more learning effort. Another objective of this research is to link domain ontology with all design components to facilitate change management during ISD.

RELATED RESEARCH

To deal with the interaction with the changing business environment, prior research in ISD has focused on various process models such as spiral model (Boehm, 1988), layered behavior model (Curtis et al., 1988) and recently, the Rational Unified Process (RUP). These models and techniques emphasize the interactions between system analysts and the business environment, however, they do not describe how system analysts and developers learn domain knowledge from the interactions. Domain modeling has been recognized as a technique to model the procedures of an application domain that can
be used for a variety of operational goals in support of specific software engineering tasks or processes (Iscoe et al., 1991). However, the domain models are representations of a piece of the application domain for a specific system on particular purposes. They do not provide a consistent description of a domain. This results in integration difficulties among different systems in one domain.

**Domain knowledge and domain modeling**

A problem domain defines the real world in which the envisioned system will operate. Developing an information system requires understanding of domain knowledge which is usually informal, implicit, ad hoc, and modeled only incompletely and indirectly in terms of problem-specific languages (Iscoe et al., 1991). A case study (Curtis et al., 1988) shows that developers have limited domain-specific knowledge at the early stage of a project. A thin spread of application domain knowledge typically leads to fluctuating and conflicting requirements which in turn cause a breakdown in communication. The cost of learning an application area is a significant corporate expense. The time estimated for a new developer to become productive ranged from six months to a year. Major changes in the business application or in the underlying technology required additional learning. Purao and colleagues (Purao et al., 2002) find that designers iteratively revisit the problem space during design process. While current techniques focus almost exclusively on design, there are very few techniques and tools to facilitate designer exploration of the problem space.

For large projects, diverse interests of multiple stakeholders cause conflicts between them. A win-win situation can be reached by resolving these conflicts through negotiation and renegotiation (Boehm, 1995). However, conflicts identification and resolution are difficult because of the lack of a common domain ontology which provides a consistent semantic framework for win conditions.

Domain modeling is an approach to formalize the domain knowledge in ISD processes (Gomaa, 1995; Iscoe et al., 1991). A domain model generally includes knowledge components such as a lexicon, thesaurus, ontology, taxonomy, templates, relationships, products, events, and actions (Tracz, 1994). Sugumaran et al. (2000) developed a framework for domain models to support reuse of domain knowledge in system analysis. The framework includes components in three levels: domain, processes, objectives (domain level), actors, actions (process level), data files and flows (data level), along with their relationships, with processes and actions as links between levels. System analysts can browse and select components in domain model repository and generate requirements for a new system. While the research supports using domain models to provide structured domain knowledge necessary to ISD, its purpose is to automate conceptual design by reusing domain knowledge. It is not designated to facilitate the learning of domain knowledge in information system development in general.

**Ontology and Ontology in ISD**

In philosophy, ontology is the study of the kinds of things that exist (Chandrasekaran et al., 1999). In AI, ontology refers to explicit representation of domain concepts (Gruber, 1992). Each ontology is a system of concepts and their relations, in which all concepts are defined and interpreted in a declarative way (Devedzic, 2002). In (Bench-Capon and Visser, 1997), the motivation for using ontologies in information systems is described as following: 1) knowledge sharing; 2) verification of a knowledge base; 3) software engineering considerations; 4) knowledge acquisition; 5) knowledge reuse; and 6) domain-theory development.

Ontology can be at a very high level and can be used across domains such as Sensus and WordNet, or it can be domain specific such as a chemical ontology (Lopez et al., 1999). No matter in which level, in this research we view ontology as an objective description of the real world.

Chandrasekaran et al. (1999) described the role of ontology in information systems development. Ontology is important for knowledge representation and knowledge sharing, which leads to build specific knowledge base and increase the potential for knowledge reuse. Ontology has been applied to ISD in area such as database design (e.g., Storey et al., 1998; Sugumaran and Storey, 2002; 2003), object-oriented system design, and knowledge–base systems building (e.g., Bench-Capon and Visser, 1997).

Storey et al. (1998) developed a database design ontology and incorporated it to an expert system. Sugumaran and Storey (2003) proposed an ontology-based approach to support ER modeling. These research use ontological approach to facilitate database design, however, their focuses are on improvement of conceptual design by comparing terms entered by users with ontological knowledge bases, rather than on learning domain knowledge in the whole ISD process.

Object-oriented design of software systems also depend on appropriate domain ontology. Objects, their attributes and procedures more or less mirror aspects of the domains that are relevant to the application (Chandrasekaran et al., 1999). Devedzic (2002) argues that the process of object-oriented analysis and design is the process of building a domain ontology.
that is specific to the application. In this research, ontology and OO components are considered as being different. Ontology is defined as the conceptualization of domain reality, which is developed by domain experts and provides structured, user-independent domain knowledge to system analysts; while OO components such as objects, classes, and hierarchies are the reflection of the domain ontology and are the designers’ perception of domain reality. These design components belong to design domain. This research proposes an ontological approach to bridge the problem domain and design domain by linking the domain ontology to the design components.

**ONTOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR BRIDGING PROBLEM DOMAIN AND DESIGN DOMAIN**

In this section, a technique to bridge problem domain and design domain is proposed. The technique has two major purposes: 1) help designers to obtain domain knowledge by explore/search/retrieve domain ontology, and support designer’s behavior of exploring the problem domain; 2) manage changes in problem domain and system design by linking design components and problem domain. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the technique.

**Problem Domain and Design Domain**

In this research, problem domain refers to a subset of the real world with which a computer-based information system is concerned, while design domain refers to the design solutions describing the system itself (Guidon, 1990). Unified Modeling Language (UML) proposed by Rational™ has been accepted as the de facto standard for modeling and implementing information systems. UML can create multiple perspectives of information systems artifacts to be built, which include functional, structural, behavioral and dynamic views. These techniques are used to analyze and design a system in design domain. In this research, UML is not the focus of the research, and the proposed techniques can work with other design components in design domain.

**Domain Ontology**

Domain ontology includes general knowledge of a domain. Domain is described in (Sugumaran et al., 2000) as “a region or a space that capture various features of the area under study”. Examples of domain include apparel manufacturing, banking, and health insurance. The envisioned system may deal with only a part of the domain, e.g., a task scheduling system for apparel manufacturing, or the whole domain, e.g., an ERP system for apparel manufacturing. The constructs used in domain ontology in this research follow the ontological framework developed by Bunge (1977; 1979) and described in (Wand et al., 1999). Those constructs are: things, properties and attributes, class and kind, laws and natural kinds, composites and the part-of relationship. In general, these constructs provide both semantic network of a world reality, and domain knowledge embedded in the structural constructs such as laws and relationships. Even though developing domain specific ontology is resource intensive, prior research has proved that such ontologies can be developed to facilitate ISD. For example, a law ontology in Dutch is developed and used to support the design of legal information systems (Bench-Capon and Visser, 1997).
In this research, we developed a sample domain ontology for apparel manufacturing. Figure 2 shows a part of the sample ontology.

**Problem Domain Explorer**

The Problem Domain Explorer is middleware between the UML design space and the domain ontology. It provides the interface to access the domain ontology. Analysts and designers explore the domain ontology to gain a basic understanding of the domain. They can also search the domain ontology to find specific topics within the domain and retrieve domain knowledge to understand the problem domain. For example, in developing a system to management resources in apparel manufacturing, the domain ontology provides the resources involved (e.g., workstation and operator), and the properties of each resource, and the relationships between the resources and other terms. (e.g., one operator has multiple skills on performing multiple operations, and can be assigned to multiple workstations. The capacity of a workstation depends on the operation it performs.) The above information can be easily retrieved by browsing or searching the domain ontology.

Problem Domain Explorer also provides a framework which analysts use to build a process model specific for the application. In this research, domain ontology is not the only resource of domain knowledge. It is not aimed to replace learning from users, customers, and documentations. Instead, it is the first step in understanding the domain. A process model is developed based on a user’s domain knowledge using the Problem Space Template which is described in section 3.4.

**Problem Space Template**

A Problem Space Template is a place where system analysts model their perceptions of the problem domain based on domain knowledge obtained from the domain ontology and other resources. It includes description of the business (or manufacturing) processes, actors and activities, other stakeholders’ roles, and resources etc. The difference between Problem Space Template and system requirements is that Problem Space Template records the understanding of an application domain, while requirements are how the system should respond to the application domain. For example, in developing a resource management system for apparel manufacturing, the description of all kinds of equipment, their capacity, and the process of job assignments are captured in the Problem Space Template. On the other hand, the system requirements specify how a user will interact with the system to assign a job to a workstation and update its workload.

Problem Space Template integrates the relatively stable domain knowledge such as the structure of processes, data, and entities with activities in business processes in detail, showing dynamic information such as the invocation of processes, activities and events. Figure 3 shows our initial, minimal meta-model for the Problem Space Template.
Problem Space Template is different from domain ontology in scope, nature, and focus. First, Problem Space Template is application specific while the domain ontology is more general. For example, a problem space template of a task scheduling system contains the rules and processes of a scheduler to break orders into pieces and assign them to the working floor, while domain ontology covers everything of apparel manufacturing. Secondly, Problem space template is dynamic while domain ontology is relatively stable. Problem Space Template is continually updated and refined to reflect changes in the design and in the business environment. Domain ontology remains stable during a period of time to provide consistent and stable domain knowledge. This consistency supports knowledge sharing and reuse, more importantly, the interoperability and integration of different systems within a domain. Finally, Problem Space Template is a process model which focuses on modeling the workflow of business process, while domain ontology does not contain the process information.

Even though they are different, Problem Space Template and domain ontology are linked to each other. In problem space template, the domain knowledge retrieved from domain ontology through Problem Domain Explorer is indexed and can be traced back to domain ontology. Problem space template is also linked to the design components. When there are changes in problem space template or system design, the changes can be traced to the other side, as well as to the domain ontology. This is similar to requirements traceability (Ramesh and Jarke, 2001) which links rationale for design decisions, requirement and system components.

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

A prototype of our approach has been developed using Rational Rose® and Microsoft Access®. The sample domain ontology we developed is stored in a Microsoft Access Database. Problem Domain Explorer, a Rose Add-in program implemented in Visual Basic, provides an interface for user to explore, search, and retrieve a domain ontology. Problem Space Template is implemented using UML Activity Diagrams.

Browsing domain ontology through Problem Domain Explorer

We developed a sample domain ontology for apparel manufacturing based on Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA) developed by Georgia Institute of Technology (1994). AMA is a comprehensive set of specifications for apparel enterprises. AMA has been used as a basis for several information systems developed by different developers and at different times. Those information systems are seamlessly integrated with each other. Even though AMA itself is not a domain ontology, it contains most of the information to derive an ontology for apparel manufacturing.

Domain ontology is presented with a tree-like structure as shown in Figure 4. A user can browse the ontology as she or he navigates through the tree structure. A user can also search the ontology by entering key words and synonyms. The related terms of a selected term is also displayed.

Building Process Model in Problem Space Template

The process model of the application domain is built in Problem Space Template using UML activity diagrams. UML activity diagrams consist of several constructs such as activity, state, transition, object, swimlane (actors) and decisions that can be used to represent the constructs in the Problem Space Template Meta-Model. Activities define the performance of a task. A transition indicates that an activity will perform certain specified actions when a specified event occurs or when certain conditions are satisfied. Transition is mapped to Event in Problem Space Template Meta-Model. Object represent
something accompanying the activities such as the input and output of the activities and is mapped to Data. Figure 4 shows the process model of Resource Management and its link to the domain ontology.

![Figure 4. Problem Space Template of Resource Management](image)

Each activity is linked to the domain ontology by right click the activity. Users can select the related terms from the ontology, or view the details of previously selected terms. Each activity is also linked to design components such as use cases and classes in class diagrams through the build-in mechanisms in Rose®. For example, Note is used to link an Use Case in Use Case diagrams to a Problem Space Template in Activity Diagrams.

**CONCLUSION**

The primary contribution of this research is a technique that facilitates the learning of domain knowledge in ISD. Limited domain knowledge causes many problems in ISD processes, even though techniques such as domain modeling have been developed, their focuses are more on knowledge reuse/sharing and design automation, and most of them are stand alone tools without integration with other design activities. This research focuses on domain knowledge learning process during ISD and provides a technique for designers to learn domain knowledge by exploring the problem domain.

The second contribution is the combination of ontological approach and problem space template to represent domain knowledge. Domain knowledge has two-fold characteristics: on one side, it reflects the domain reality which is structured and stable such as the terms and basic rules. On the other side, domain knowledge evolves as a result of learning process and changing business environment. The approach in this research integrates the two conflicting nature of domain knowledge.

Practitioners are expected to benefit from the research. Being supported by the tool, system analysts will understand the application domain as a whole and obtain necessary domain knowledge more precisely and quickly. The time and cost in learning domain knowledge will be largely reduced.
Research in both ontology and ISD can gain insights from this study. As discussed in (Guarino and Welty, 2002), ontology in computer science is “normally taken as synonymous with knowledge engineering in AI, conceptual modeling in database and domain modeling in OO design”. However, ontology itself is beyond those applications. This research combines rigorosity of ontology and flexibility of its application into one technique. On the other hand, this research is a starting point for researchers to further investigate tools and techniques that assist system analysts to learn domain knowledge through the design process.
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